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Last Saint Jordi’s day I happened to be autographing books next to a nice 
young man who had written a book entitled A Guide for the Bold. I felt curious 
and asked him what that book was about. ‘It’s a joke book’, he clarified 
straight away. It didn’t take me too long to find out that he was famous for a 
TV programme. He was greeting the crowds and, at a certain point, in the 
middle of such hustle and bustle, he turned to me and said:

‘I came to be seen.’

Exactly, I thought. You couldn’t possibly sum up in a more intuitive form the 
general state of literature. His sentence led me, moreover, to the memory of 
William Gaddis and his firm belief that ‘writers must be read and not seen’.  
The young author’s sentence couldn’t have been more loaded with meaning. 
And it seemed to me to confirm what I had always thought: that in the very 
instant in which authors started to be seen everything got spoiled. 

Who knows, maybe this was reason why, hours later, when I got home at 
night, I was thinking of the tragic journey that, throughout the centuries, 
writers must have been unwillingly making to get to the joke books of today. 
What could have happened along this path for things to end up so badly? The 
issue of the end of literature is the central axis of Nude in your hot tub, facing 
the abyss, an essay by young British novelist Lars Iyer. 

In his reflection upon the visibility of literature, he starts by reminding us that 
there was a time in which writers were like gods, living in the mountains like 
destitute hermits or lunatic aristocrats; in those days they would write with 
the sole purpose of communicating with the dead and had never heard of the 
market, they were arcane and antisocial…Even though it is likely that they 
lamented living in such desolation and sadness, they lived and breathed 
within the sacred realm of literature.  

Over time there came another wave of writers. They lived in the forests, at the 
foot of the mountains and, even though they still dreamt of the heights and 
the sacred, they needed to live at the edge of the forests, close to a town into 
which they would venture every now and then to excite minds and instigate 
revolutions. Then, writers started to settle into town flats and dived head first 
into the pool of the market and in a short time they began to outnumber the 
readers, and it was immediately clear that, after all, the public was no more 
than a hallucination. Later the Internet would arrive and these days writers sit 
at their tables and dream of the sacred, wasting aphorisms on twitter and



occasionally intervening into a polemic on the net, while eating Pringles and 
crying at the thought of what today’s authors of joke books possibly have to 
do with yesterday’s destitute misanthropes. 

They have nothing to do with one another, obviously. Still, one would say 
that there is some link between them, as they are all equally called ‘writers’. It 
reminds me of what Javier Aviles was saying yesterday in his blog El lamento 
de Portnoy, in which he analysed an achievement by William Gaddis in his 
novel The Recognitions, namely the way in which he treats his characters, 
especially one of them: ‘When in Madrid, Wyatt is no longer Wyatt (…) It is 
possible that occasionally he would hide behind the name of Padre Gilbert 
Sullivan. Finally, a certain Yak gets him fake documents so that thereafter the 
character is renamed Stephan, even though somewhat later we recognize him 
under the name of Stephen. Can we say in which moment which Wyatt is 
Wyatt? Is Wyatt the same in each part of the narration? 

Of contemporary writers we can say the same: they’re all called Wyatt and 
have supposedly inherited the sacred flame of literature, but only very rarely 
can we see its light or whether they are Wyatt for real. To explain such an 
immense debacle we talk of the abandonment of moral responsibilities on the 
part of writers, but this argument, even though it is not wrong at all, is 
insufficient. If it is indeed true that nowadays almost every writer, rather than 
setting himself against it, works hand in hand with capitalism and does not 
ignore that one is nobody if one doesn’t sell, or if one’s name isn’t known, or 
if one doesn’t gather dozens of fans when signing copies of one’s book, it is no 
less certain that liberal democracies, in tolerating and absorbing all this, make 
any text useless, no matter how dangerous it might come to look. 

In reality, when it comes to literature, everything is already over, even though 
maybe, luckily, this can still be clarified. Still, it is undeniable that prose has 
turned into yet another product of the market: something that is interesting, 
distinguished, vigorous, respected, but irremediably insignificant. One 
wonders, however, if there is not even one way out, even though we all know 
that leaving the mountains has already taken us far beyond the end of the 
game. And therefore at times one thinks one has spotted signs to keep surfing
on, glimpsing the case of a bunch of writers that have grasped the graveness 
of the moment and what they wrote was sick and cannibalistic, absurd and 
exasperated but, paradoxically, also happy and authentic. They were 
essentially mad people – obsessive writers, maniacs, crazed by the good 
meaning of the word – that wrote in a way that was more desperate than 
revolution, which somehow turned them into the indirect heirs of yesterday’s 
destitute misanthropes. Their works were incredibly honest and had a 
liberating power. 

Some of those great losers come straight to my mind: Beckett, Bernhard, 
Bolaño. Beckett’s irony, for example, always had strong tints: his narrators  



failed over and over again, even before starting to speak, yet thanks to this 
they found a very personal way of expression, and in this way there still is –
after the end of the great old prose – a path to take. 

‘The decision to no longer to perform in public and, instead, to keep 
perfecting himself until the extreme limits of his possibilities’, we read in The 
Loser, and these words seem loaded with expectations in the middle of the 
general storm. Of this and other books by Bernhard, Iyer writes in his essay: 
‘His musicians may have forsaken music and his musical scholars cannot 
write a single sentence about music, but Bernhard has made a music for 
himself. It is a grotesque symphony perhaps, a farcical, laughable, ludicrous, 
black hearted waltz, but there is something thrilling, dare we say beautiful, in 
its song of abnegation. ‘

This class of obsessive songs of abnegation is the last path, and perhaps a very 
modest one, that literature is left with after its death. Songs of losers, for 
losers. And in them rests our last chance to survive – like a deep humming 
out of time. 

I hear you, reader, and I will not deny that the party is almost over and that 
the radically black sky is indifferent to all. But imagine for one moment that 
you are making this last journey that befalls literature and you are with the 
characters of your own song at the very last frontier, lost in the desert of 
Sonora, for instance, at the end of all quests, or in the gothic library of the 
great Gatsby and you’re called Owl Eyes and you are that type of guy with
large lenses that gets shocked after checking that the books in Gatsby’s house 
are not fake.

Let’s also say that there is a full moon and banjos in the garden. 

‘Don’t they see?’ you say, ‘I have checked. Books are real.’

Desperate statements like this, even though charged with the exaltation of 
survival, compose the crazed music of the losers; sentences that are like soave 
silent storms, designed for an unstable time, though not as unsteady as they 
want us to believe. 
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